Kassandra
Caldicott for
LGBT+ Officer
Who am I?

Why Me?

I’m Kassandra (They/Them) and I’m currently in
my first year of studying law and I would love to
be Trinity’s next LGBT+ officer. I’m an out and
proud Non-Binary bisexual and my experiences of
being publicly queer in college have been so much
better than I anticipated. As such, I want to ensure
that we maintain and build upon the foundations
already in place, keeping and renewing current
schemes and policies whilst looking into
baseadvice from all LGBT+ students at Trinity on
what they’d like to see and how to make their time
in college, and Cambridge as a whole, better.

I’m passionate about LGBT+ issues and having
seen and experienced the struggles of our
community I know how to best work towards
solving them.

My Plans

My Plans (Continued)

Assist in 1TQ’s Revival: I’m thrilled to be involved in
the currently ongoing process of bringing back
Trinity’s LGBT+ society and hope that I will get the
opportunity to work with them in implementing all
of my other plans.

Pronoun Awareness: Life is easier for all trans
people when everyone publicises their pronouns. I
will seek to encourage all college members to put
in their pronouns in their emails and provide
pronoun pins/stickers to all incoming freshers.

Commit to Gender neutrality across Trinity: From
toilets to the porter’s lodge I want to ensure
students of all genders are comfortable in Trinity
and will seek to implement the advice from the
Cambridge SU’s gender neutral campaign to
achieve this goal.

More LGBT+ Events: I will seek to organise more
social events for LGBT+ students both within
college and in the form of swaps with other
colleges.

Continuing the LGBT+ College Family Scheme: I
think LGBT+ families were a great addition, and I
will ensure they continue by organising them next
year.

I have experience in a multitude of leadership
roles, running an MUN and Law society during ALevels and as such I’m experienced in both
organising events and liaising with staff.
I will work tirelessly and fully dedicate myself to
ensuring Trinity is completely free of
discrimination and safe for all LGBT+ students.

LGBT+ Diversity: I will commit to intersectionality as
a key element of fighting LGBT+ discrimination.
LGBT+ Information: I will work with the relevant
people to compile the currently spread-out
information on what is available to LGBT+ students
so that it is all easily accessible in one place.

Primary Proposer: Tayla Hardy (She/They) (Current TSCU LGBT+ Officer)
Secondary Proposer: William Deacon (He/Him)

